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By RACHEL DIXON
fight th·e· exc. luslon. before the bill
LOBO Staff Writer
- goes to the President.
Most UNM professors will be
"Most senim: professors are men
forced to retire at 65 to make room and WASP's (White Anglo-Saxon
for the youn~er teachers, especially Protestants)," Hillerman said.
women and minorities, even though Retirement at 65 opens more
a recently passed U.S. Senate bill positions
for · women and
raises the mandatory retirement age minorities, he said.
"There are thousands of starving
to 70, said Tony Hillerman,
assist~nt to the president.
.
Ph.D's without jobs," Hillerrnan
The Senate bill excludes tenured said.
University professors· and certain
The UNM policy will not be
high-paid business executives from affected by the Senate bill if it
the five-year increase in retirement signed by the President, said Phillip
age. But the House is expected to Alarid, director of UNM personnel.

'.'The UNM retirement polic. y.
was established by the Regents.
They may and have made exceptions, if it is in the best interests
of the University, such as
professors finishing up research
projects," he said.
The University has eight
professors 65 and over on the
payroll this year, who have been
given special permission to teach,
said Regina Prouse, administrative
officer in the provost's office.
The eight professors are;
Beaumont Newhall, in the art

departm. cnt; John Johnson, .in the
History
department;
Edith
Buchanan, in the English department; A. Earl Walker at the
medical school; Clair Abraham in
the ·electrical engineering department, John Haeberlin, in the
medical school; Herbert Orrell in
the Community College; and
Emery Well:. in the psychiatry
department.
John Johnson, in the history
department, said, "I'm going to
come down in favor o( the bill,
Older people have to be alert and

Ne\N Mexico
Wednesday, October 26, 19n

---

"Most people arc read'y af·61S'Littii
retire although I think some o.f us
are quite qualified t go on teacllillg,
If the universHies let professors stay
on for five rnore years, the affirmative action program will be
retarded that long for women,
Blacks and Chicanos."
Johnson said, ''The univerisitics
have to have some control over
faculty. They have to have some
way to get rid of the people. It's not
~air. to impose senior people on
Jumor people, Teachers are a very
special category because the
profession involves the young
people. The later retirement age
isn't good for education and the
young people at the the bottom."

Edith Buchanan, one of the
professors who received special
permission to continue teaching
said, 'I am not in favor of the bill
because I do think it is
discriminatory. "
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On UNM Mall·

By MELANIE CARVER
LOBO Staff Writer
While the unhealthy sycamores on UNM's mall
have been slowly dying over the past few years, they
have been replaced with the same vulnerable type of
tree.
"Some of the trees remained and grew so when
some of the trees died, we just replaced them," said
Bob Johns, University landscape ~rchitect.
.
Frank Feather, campus horticulturist, said "There
are 90 some-odd trees there that we paid about $50
each for." He said there is a yearly replacement rate of
about six or seven.
·, Johns said that a soil test was run this ;summer and
the laboratory cited four causes to the poor helth of
the trees.
The soil test indicated a lack of nitrogen and iron,
inadequate watering and heat reflection as the
problems in maintaining the trees, Johns said.
Johns said a special fertilizer preparation to cure the
mineral deficiencies would be mixed on the planters.
•.\

·~

Feather said the trees were given a special iron
preparation last year, and they did not improve.
"The trees do not just have iron chlorosis/' Feather
said. "Many things can cause the symptoms of the
disease.''
The major problem, Johns said, is the reflection of
heat from the mall. Feather also cited heat reflection
as the primary cause of the trees' poor health, The
heat reflecting off the cement was once measured at
100 degrees, Feather said.
Johns said the sycamores in front of the New
Mexico Union building were doing fine because·they
have larger ground covers to block the heat reflection.
He said he is considering using larger ground covers
around the unhealthy trees in front of the library. The
problem will eventually disappear, he said, when the
trees get larger and can shade each other.
Feather said, "There are other trees that can take
this heat much better such as the locust, and any
lighter leaved tree, but the sycamores were chosen
because they will provide more shade."

'I

UNM Mall Svcsmoltl titles $Uffer fi'Om four unheelth'f
CiiUSB$.

PIRG .To Use

Quotas in Hiring
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ByPAULSCHERR
LOBO Staff Writer
An affirmative action hiring
policy has been unanimously approved by the staff and board of
directors of the New Mexico Public'·
Interest Research Group (PIRG),
said Betsey Remage-Healey, PIRG
director.
According to a statement written
by Remage-Healey and two staff '
members, PIRG's goal to 'have a
staff comprised of -40 per cent
minority members and 40 per cent
women by Oct. 15, 1978, and all
Vista positions filled according to
those percentages.

Moving
Dilemna

The figures, taken from the 1970
consensus, · are based upon the
By ROBERT ALMY
percentage of minorities available
LOBO s·taff Writer
in the New Mexico work force, she
While few incentives ·exist, the
said.
University could help by encouraging people at UNM to use
A mailing list of all groups forms of transportation other than
representing minorities will be the automobile, said Maurice W.
drawn up by Nov. 1 of this year, Wildin, professor of mechanical
and copies of each job description engineering and a member of the
will be mailed to every group on the Campus Planning Committee.
list, the statement says.
·
Wildin said one discouraging
factor at UNM is the higher price of
Since PIRG has five full time and sticker parking. He ·Said he knows
two part time positions, "it is not of several members of the UNM ·
going to make much of an impact in community who switched to riding
terms of absolute numbers,'.' the bus or a bicycle when the price
Retnage-flealey said~ ''but it is a
very·real issue among the staff.''
SN pages 6 and 7 for related
"We were concerned that we stories.
hadn't lived up to our·committment
to hire minorities," she said. "We of a parking sticker increased last
felt that it was very important for a year.
public interest group, such as
Wildin, who alternates between
PlRG, to put its money where its riding a bicycle and driving a
CBS television is looking for mouth is, so to speak .."
pickup truck to UNM said , "One
student volunteers tp appear in a
(cont. on page 61
''The stated goal of 40 pe~ cent
television film "Special Olympics"
being filmed in Albuquerque today. minorities and 40 per cent women is·
Any UNM students wanting to be misleading," she said, "because a
in the film should go to· Wilson woman can also be black, for
Stadium, 12600 Lomas NE between example, and in effect, count as
two.''
9a.m. and l p.m.

is

CBS Needs
Volunteers
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Davis
Reads The
Four R's

From Statue of Liberty

Police Oust Protesters
_8

NEW YORK - Puerto Rican
nationalists demanding the release
>. of imprisoned terrorists took over
the Statue of Liberty for nine hours
Tuesday and then were arrested by
0
u
U.S. Park Police.
·~ The Puerto Ricans, who ousted
~ hundreds of tourists and a movie
iU crew from the famed statue on an
Z island in New York Harbor, were
r-f
., seeking freedom for terrorists
~0 serving life ptison terms for attacks
P.
on Congress and President
Truman's lllair House residence in

3

8

SUNG LASS HD'QTS
Prescription lenses make
from your old glasses.

Casey Optical Co.
(Nt>:r:t door to CMr!J

Rexall Drtig)

I.AJmas a I Washington 255-6329

the 1950's.
Some 35 U.S. Park Police began
removing about 30 demonstrators
peacefully shortly before 6:30p.m.·
EDT, a spokesman for the agency
said.
U.S. Attorney Robert Fiske said
the demonstrators would be
arraigned in U.S. District Court in
Manhattan today on charges of
trespassing on federal property. He
said they would be held overnight at
the U.S. detention facility in .lower
Mnnhattan after being taken in
boalo from Liberty Island.
The 30 unarmed demonstrators
said they represented the supporters
of the Puerto Rkan independence
movement and the New York
committee to free the five, a
reference to four Puerto Ricans
who :~~ot UP_ the U._§:_!louse of

What Is A College lim?
A privately owned, off campus
residence facility with:
* excellent food, no limit
* carpeted and air-conditioned rooms

* all with private or semi-private baths

* recreation rooms, study lounges
* weekly maid service in your room

* swimming pool, free parking

* apartment style privacy and rules
* well maintained, prompt service

* recently renovated and refurnished
* Good security, Social programs

Come by and look us over·!
Make your spring term
reservations or mdve in Now

The

College 100

303 Ash (2 blocks from campus) 243-2881

Representatives in 1954 and
wouncled five congressmen, and a
fifth Puerto Rican who took part in
an assassination attempt against
President Harry Truman at Blair
House in 1950.

California
Here He
Comes
AUGUSTA, Maine (UPI)
Erwin Kreuz, the wrongway
German tourist who began his
vacation in Maine and thought he
was in California, will visit the
West coast after all.
Kreuz Tuesday agreed to accept a
newspaper's offer to be flown to
San Francisco: all expenses paid.
The San Francisco Examiner
reached Kreuz through United
Press International while he was
visiting Augusta, Kruez agreed to
fly to San Francisco if the paper
would also pay the way of one of
his Maine hosts, Ralph Coffman of
Bangor,
The paper agreed and Coffman
said he and Kreuz will leave for San
Francisco Friday or Saturday.
"! guess taking me is his way of
thanking us for making his stay
such a nice time," Coffman said.
Kreuz will hook up Oct. 31 with
the charter flight he left when he
mistook Bangor for San Fra·ncisco
and make the return trip from
California to Germany.
"We thought it was a damned
shame he hadn't gotten to come
here since it was his original
destination," said Donald Canter,
urban affairs reporter for the
Examiner. "We knew he was
having a good time in Maine, but
we .wanted him to see San Fran-

cisco, too.''
Kreuz said his favorite experience
in Maine was an early birthday
party wh~re he received several
souvenirs of his visit. He's also
been made a member of a rotary
club and an honorary Penobscot
Indian.

Polarguard is a man-made fiber which approaches
the insulating efficiency of down, while handling
moisture better and at a fraction of the cost. See our
full line of outdoor clothing at New Mexico's complete backpacking/mountaineering shop.

Prisoner Exchange Possible
WASHINGTON- Some 225 Americans held in Mexican prisons
and a smaller number in Canadian jails could be transferred to U.S.
prisons in time for Christmas under a bill passed Tuesday by the
House and sent to President Carter.
The measure, which has cleared the Senate and is expected to get
swift approval from the President, would implement prisoner exchange treaties made with the two nations.
The bill is designed to spare Americans from abuse in foreign
prisons. It gives them the option to voluntarily return to a U.S. prison
and offers the corresponding alternative to Mexicans and Canadians
held in American ji:lils, so long as the prisoner has been convicted of
an offense which is against the law in both countries.

No More Kidding Around
WASHINGTON- The House Tuesday voted unanimously to ~ake
it a federal offense to use children under 16 in pornographic movies
and to transport boys across state lines for immoral purposes.
lt was the second time the House voted to make it a crime to use
children in pornographic movi.es. But backers said that unlike an
earlier bill, this would prqve constitutional.
The measure was passed 420-0 and sent to the Senate which already
has approved a bill that would provide for prosecution of distributors
of the films as well as producers. Some House members felt this would
make the entire bill unconstitutional.
The House measure, like the Senate bill, also would revise the Mann
Act to make it illegal to transport boys across state .lines for
prostitution. The act now covers only girls.

Over
The
Clouds

KKK Seeks Alien Crossers
SAN DIEGO - The leaderof the Ku Klux Klan said Tuesday
hundreds of Americans were volunteering to help the Klan partol the
Mexican border to keep out illegal aliens.
David Duke, 27, national director of the Klan, ·said about 250
unarmed Klansmen and volunteers were assigned to the first patrol
Tuesday night along the Mexican border with California.
The U.S. Immigration Service has attempted to discourage the
"assistance" of the Klan in halting the flood of aliens attempting to
cross'the border.
"Since we announced our plans," Duke said, "We've had literally
an avalanche of requests from citizens to participate in this thing.
They're enthusiastic and want to help."
Duke would not disclose exact details fo the first Klan patrol. He
said this was because "we've had a great number of violent threats
from Mexican groups." He did not know from whom the alleged
threats came, but said, "we're not going to back down from this."

took place at the White House
Monday.
After that meeting, U.N.
Ambassador Andrew Young told
reporters he personally would favor
some form of sanctions against
South Africa, whose White
minority government last week shut
down Black newspapers and
rounded up a number of opponents
of its apartheid segregation politics.
"Ambassador Young, fortunately, said that he was expressing his personal view,"
Trattner- said. "I won't preview
what we'll do."
But other officials said the administration is considering two

ATTENTION
PREMED STUDENTS:
Full Medical School scholarships
available-Tuition, _Fees, plus $400
per month. ·
Write Navy Medical Programs
Officer, PO Box 8667, Albuquerque, NM
87108, or call 766-2335.

CAMDEN, N.J. (UP!) - It will
soon become possible to forecast
the weather accurately two weeks in
.advance, scientists at RCA said
Monday.
The scientists said a new
generation of satellites they
developed would begin to provide
the most accurate weather and
environmental information ever
received fn~m space.
The first two of the eight new
satellites RCA is planning to launch
are expected to be put in orbit by
the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration in 1978, they said.
"The accuracy of information
gathered by the new satellites is
significantly greater than the information provided by the present
generation of satellites," said
Walter Mack, a spokesman for the
RCA astra-electronics division.

basic courses of action -- to bring
pressure on the Pretoria government unilaterally, or to act through
-the United Nations.
The maximum action the U.N.
Security Council is considering is a
general trade embargo. It seems
unlikely the council would approve
that course, however, since Britain
would probably veto it.
The officials said the administration is considering a
number of independent economic
and diplomatic measures, ranging
in severity from the symbolic withdrawal of some high-ranking
diplomats to crippling blows
against South Africa's'economy.
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in Wisconsin in September. She did
it again last month when she ned
her handlers and darted right
through a nursing home, passing
startled residents.
In October 1976 a truck carrying
her near Russellville, Ark.,
overturned. She was standing by

The Office of Research and Consumer Affairs

will hold a meeting 'Thurs., Oct. 27, at 2p.m. In
rm. 251 of the SUB. Ali Interested students are
Invited,
The ASUNM EleCtions Commlslons wlll hold
a pollworkers' meeting Thurs., Oct. 27, at 4p.m.
In rm.231-Eof the SUB.
·

p~acebly

until a passing car backShe jogged through the nursing
fired. That spooked Barbara and
home,
several backyards and back
she lumbered off.
to a cornfield again before she w11s
Workers for the Carson and apprehended by a circus worker an
Barnes five ring circus and hour and a half later.
volunteers searched for her for
There were no injuries.
several days until a passing motorist
spotted her standing off the highBut Tillie Norton, 71, a resident
way grazing quietly with some of the Maplewood nursing home,
friendly cattle and called police, was having her lunch in bed when
Her handlers picked her up with no Barbara went by.
problems.
"I thought I was surely going
mad," she said, "Did L really see an
llarbara, who is 38 years old, elephant?"
made headlines again in Fond Du
Barbara broke a window in the
Lac after escaping from her trainer.
physical
therapy unit before forcing
offices
across
western
Europe,
One
The
four-ton
African
elephant
was
A bomb. ripped through a Paris
her
way
out
a door.
leftist
promised
"one
hundred
finally apprehended in a cornfield.
union hall Tuesday in the first
thousand born bings."
ringt-wing "conn terterrorist"
"Everyone was chasing her - it
But one recent Sunday she really made it worse,'' said circus
attack of what police fear could
French officials said they found had a busy day.
turn into an extremist war over·the
manager D.R. Miller.
sheets
of paper scribbled with the
deaths of three West German
The circus arrived earlier Sunday
words "Baader-assassin" at the · She was helping hoist the main
Radicals in their prison cells.
from
Chicago and ~fter a one night
scene
of
the
blast
in
Paris.
They
circus
tent
when
a
pole
rattled
to
Radicals in Italy and Turkey
stand
moved on to Prairie Du
said
the
bombing
was
the
first
the
ground
behind
her.
She
was
off
stepped up their campaign of
Chien.
instance
of
right-wing
retaliation
again.
violence on German property.
The Paris explosion smashed up
the offices of the left-wing French
magistrates trade union only
minutes before the arrival of
employes.
"We are witnessing the
emergence of rightist counterterrorism," a police officer
commented. "We hope we will stop
this.''
In Rome, two firebombs shattered the window of a West German
car showroom and anonymous
phone callers threatened to kill the
West German ambassador and
The Sunshine Theatre proudly presents a festival of
warned German diplomats and
32 groat films from Hollywood's heyday Oct 26 thru Feb 14
their families to leave the country.
Two German schools shut down
1---------- ------- ............. ----- Please clip and save .................... ..; .. ,., ________ _._ ------to guard against possible attacks on
Wod, Oct 26, thru Tuos, Nov 1
students.f
Jose Ferrer as Toulouse-Lautrec
"This is a precaution although I
MOULIN ROUGE IColorJ 1952
Sun, Dec 25, thru Tues, Dec 27 (3 Days Only)
cannot imagine children being
Judy Garland
Humphrey Bogart & Ava Gardner
attacked," the · schools director
THE
WIZARD
OF OZ
THE BAREFOOT CONTESSA
said.
(Color)
(Color)
1954
1939
In Istanbul, Turkey, demonWed, Nov 2, thru Tues, Nov 8
strators shouting anti-German
Wed. Dec 28, thru Tues, Jan 3
Leslie Caron & Maurice Chevalier
slogans hurled a bomb at a building
Lesli~ Caron & Mel Ferrer
Gl Gl (Color!
1958
housing the West German Cultural
Ll Ll (Color) 1953
Gene Kelly
Frank Sinatra
Vera-Ellen
Center and a primary school. Police
Ann Blyth & Mario Lanza's Singing
said"three men inside were injured
ON THE TOWN IColorl 1949
THE STUDENT PRINCE
in the blast.
Wad, Nov 9, thru Tues. Nov 15
(Color)
1954
The protesters fled and police
Cary Grant & Grace Kelly
:----·~-~--~-----·--1
made no arrests but said they were
Alfred Hitchcock's
Wod, Jan 4, thru Tucs, Jan 10
investigating the attack.
TO
CATCH
A
THIEF
Bette
Davis & Leslie Howard
It was the second day of
(Colorl
1955
OF
HUMAN
BONDAGE 1934
demonstrations in Istanbul to
Myrna
Loy
&
William
Powell
Leslie
Howard
&
Merle Oberon
protest the deaths of West German
ANOTHER
THIN
MAN
1939
terrorist leader Andreas Baader and
THE SCARLET PIMPERNEL 1935
two comrades in their prison cells
Wed, Nov 16, ·thru Tues. Nov 22
last week.
Katharine Hepburn & Spencer Tracy
Wed, Jan 11, thru Tues, Jan 17
West German police said the
Fay Wray & Robert Armstrong
WOMAN OF THE YEAR 1942
three committed suicide following
The Original KING KONG 1933
Greta Garbo & Fredric March
the failure of a hijacking aimed at
Orson Welles & Dolores Del Rio
ANNA
KARENINA
1935
freeing them.
JOURNEY
INTO FEAR 1942
But leftist sympathizers claimed
Wed, Nov 23, thru Tues, Nov 29
H.umphrey Bogart & Jose Ferrer
they were murdered and launched a
Wed, Jan 1 B, thru Tues, Jan 24
wave of bombing attacks on
THE CAINE MUTINY
Judy Garland & Margaret O'Brien
(Color!
1954
German buses, businesses and
MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS
Peter Sellers & Jean Seberg
The ASUNM Elections Commission will have
(Color)
1944
absentee ballots available today for the Nov. 2
THE
MOUSE
THAT
ROARED
Fred Astaire & Ginger Rogers
general election. Ballots may be obtained and
(Color)
1959
submitted In the ASUNM office, rm. 242 of ttle
THE
BARKLEYS
OF BROADWAY
SUB.
(Color)
1949

Badder Death Spurs
Anti-German Drive

HOLLYWOOD MOVUES:
THE WAY THEY WERE

...

Wed, Nov 30, thru Tues, Dec 6.
Greta Garbo
Joan Crawford
John Barrymore

today at 3:30p.m. in rm. 230 of the SUB.

GRAND HOTEL

Wed, Jan 25, thru Tues, Jan 31

1932

THE MARX BROTHERS
"The Big Store" 1941
LAUREL AND HARDY

Vivien Leigh & Robert Taylor

Free coffee and donuts are available to all
grad students on Wednesdays from 10 a.m. to
noon In the GSA lounge, upstairs In the SUB.

WATERLOO BRIDGE 1940

Delta Sigma PI will hold Its meeting Thurs.j
Oct. 27, at 7p.m. In the Tripp room In the
Business school. Pollee Chief Bob Stover will
be the guest speaker.

"The Devil's Brothert•

Wed, Dec 7, thru Toes, Dec 13
Santa Claus

Scrooge

Tiny Tim

Bob Cratchit

A CHRISTMAS CAROL 1938

GRAND OPENING

''Tho Barborshop' 1

'
i
I

1

1----------------------------------l
Wed, Dec 14, thru Tues. Dec 20
Gene Kelly & Leslie Caron

Dct.27&28
ExpandinliJ
aurmenu

AN AMERICAN IN PARIS
(Color)
1951
Gene Kelly

INVITATION TO THE DANCE

1933

W, C. FIELDS

MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET 1947

~·
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PRAIRIE DU SAC, Wis. (UPI)
- Barbara the elephant is the
Harry Houdini of the animal
world, a gentle but nervous beast
who likes to be by herself from t•me ·
to time.
She escaped her circus handlers
in Arkansas last year. She got away

The ASUNM Lobby Committee will meet
There will be a Spurs meeting Thurs., Oct. 27
at7:30 p.m. In the upper lounge of Hokona Hall.
The meeting will inclUde a guest speaker.

·,.

~prescntrthc

2421 San Pedro NE (505) 266-8113

Minority concerns, student
rights and the use of alcohol
among college students are some
of the topics to be covered
during the Nov. 2-4 regional
conference for the National
Association of Student Personnel Administrators.
The three-day conference, at
the Albuquerque Inn, is hosted
by UNM. The opening address
will be given on Nov. 2 at 6p.m.
by UNM President William
Davis. He will discuss "The
Roll\ of Student Affairs and the
Four
R' s:
Recruitment,
Retention, Retrenchment and
Reality."
Some 200 student personnel
administrators are expected to
participate. Among others they
will represent the University
Arkansas,
Kansas
State
University, Wichita State, Drake
University, Texas Tech, Northern Arizona University, The
University of Nebraska, The
University of Missouri, New
Mexico State, Eastern New
Mexico University, Oklahoma
State and the University of
Colorado

U.S. Eyes Retaliation
.Against South A·frican
WASHINGTON (UP I) - The
Carter administration is considering many options for
retaliating against South Africa's
racial crackdown, ranging from a
total trade embargo to further
tightening the arms embargo,
administration officials said
Tuesday.
State Dept. spokesman John
Trattner said the U.S. ambassador
to South Africa, William Bowdler,
arrived in Washington Sunday and
is taking part in a review of U.S.
South African policy.
The consulations, said Traltner,
are mainly taking· place in the State
Dept., but one high level meeting

a:

By Un1ted Press lnter""tional

Fat Barbara Escapes Handlers

I
I
I

1933

Wed, Feb 1, thru Tues, Feb 7
Katharine Hepburn & Cary Grant

BRINGING UP BABY 1938
Katharine Hepburn & Ginger Rogers

I

STAGE DOOR

I
I

1937

I

:

Wed, Fob 8, thru Tues, Feb 14

: Jean Harlow

l

!--~~~~~------~~~----------·
Wed, Dec 21, thru Sat, Doc 24
1

Marie Dressler

John Barrymore

DINNER AT 8

1933

Jeanette MacDonald & Nelson Eddy

Closedtorreturbishing
l
NAUGHTY MARIETTA 1935
---- .. - ..... ----..::--------------------- .. _ _!- --- .. ------- - .... -- ------ ... --------- ..
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ON THE BIG SCREEN AT THE
SUNSHINE THEATRE
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Central at 2nd 242-9741 Acres of Parking
Mat.inees overy Wednesday at 1 :OQ PM
SlUDENTS $1.25 EVERY MONDAY & TU
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By Punk Rockers

Editorial

Enjoys
Returners

Policy Is Senile
"

Editor:
Although I am not yet a member
of the gray-haired community, I
really enjoy the social support and
practical resources offered by
members of the Returning
Students Association (RSA). This
helpful land sometimes ·rowdy)
crowd holds court in the Returning
Students Lounge on an impromptu
uasis. I would like to encourage
people to drop by and visit,
because this organization is both
intellectually stimulating and one
hell of a lot of fun.
In addition, the occasional RSA
party presents itself as a means to
engage in socializing off· campus
while releasing pent-up frustrations
accrued on campus.
KayS. Buck

The U.S. Senate made a giant blunder last week when it raised the
Z mandatory retirement age to 70 for every American worker except
certain business executives and university professors.
l'Jl This stinks of discrimination one of the worst kinds-- discrimination
Cl.. by age.
UNM already has a policy forcing professors to retire at age 65 and
this new law won't affect UNM.
WE HAVE TO question the reasoning behind the law, though.
It's bad enough that there is a discrepancy between the retirement
age for university professors and the rest of the world, but why are
there age limitations at all.
Certainly a person does not become senile on the day the person
reaches 65 or 70. Who Is the U.S. Senate to say that by the time a
person reaches a certain age, that person is no longer able to do a job.
The Senate, which is noted for having several members in their 80's,
should know better than to force retirement,
The point Is that age should not be the main factor in determining
whether or not a person Is capable of handling a job. Performance
should be the main factor and performance should be judged without
bias, whether the person is 85 or 25.
AT UNM THERE are probably many professors who are poor
teachers and are in their 30's. And there must also be some of the best
professors reaching the mandatorey retirement age.
We realize that some feel that a mandatory retirement age is needed
to open positions for young teachers, but age Is the wrong criteria in
determining whether a person is capable of teaching students. If the
University wants to clear out some of the dead wood to make room for
new bodies, it should start by lookin!l at performance, not age.
<>
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Push Alternatives
Given the choice between the aggravating and expensive automobile
trip to campus, and the simple joy of riding a bicycle during a brisk fall
morning and locking the bicycle up about 20 yards from class, most
people would not hesitate to prefer the latter.
So how come so many people drive?
Sixty-five per cent of the people who come to UNM every day (that's
about 13,000 people) live within a three-mile radius of the central
·
campus.
VET CITY BUSES and bike racks are empty and the parking lots and
streets surrounding the campus are bulging with the almighty
automobile. Why?
For one thing, many people are just too darned lazy to ride a bike or
walk two blocks to the bus stop.
But another, perhaps more important, reason is that UNM, the city
and the state provide no incentives for alternative modes of transpsortation.
.
Several UNM officials vpice this opinion in our special section about
transportation and bicycle today.
WE'VE COME UP with a few easy solutions that could encourage
campus-goers to find other ways to get to campus.
The first thing UNM could do tp encourage bicycle transportation
would be to offer assistance to the city in building bike lanes. UNM's
technical expertise and financial aid would be invaluable to the city imd
would pay off for UNM in the long run. One UNM vice-president,
"Swede" Johnson, said his former employer, the University of Arizona,
was pretty successful in making bike routes safer for cyclists.
Another realitively easy thing for UNM to do would be to allow
faculty members to keep their bicycles in their offices if they wish to do
so. U NM regulations prohibit bicycles in buildings, but an exception to
the rule could be made to encourage the faculty to ride to campus.
ON THE BUS SIDE of things; we see nothing wrong with breaks for
students and faculty who take the bus.
For students, there should be some kind of tuition credit for those
students who purchase bus passes at the same time they pay their
tuition. Bus passes, at $54 per academic year, are more expensive than
paying $27 per year for a parking sticker. UNM should allow $10 or$15
tuition credits per semester for students who buy bus passes.
UN M could also work with the city to get some kind of discount for
faculty and staff who purchase bus passes. And what's wrong with a
tax credit for faculty and staff who purchase bus passes? UNM should
lobby for this during future .legislative sessions.
UN M should also survey students to find what new bus routes would
be best utilized.
There are many alternatives to driving to school. As long as ·the
University never provides any incentives, however, things will just get
worse.
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A.l!NM Press publication, "Borderland in Retreat: From Spanisn
LOUISiana to the Far Southwest," is a co-winner of Western Internati.onal's Best Western Book of 1976 award.
The author, Abraham P. Nasatir, was presented the award at
Western International's annual meeting Oct. 15 in Portland, Ore.
Sharing the award with the UNM Press publication was a book on
Custer published by the Old Army Press of Ft. Collins, Colo.
~asa~ir is a research professor emeritus at San Diego State
Umverslty. Among his other. publications are "Before Lewis and
Clark," "Spanish War Vessels on the Mississippi" and ''Pedro Vial
and the Roads to Santa Fe."
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Chamber Replie~.
by Jim Hudson
Chamber of Commerce
I would like to clear up some misunderstandings, maybe my fault,
related to the articles on the proposed community college written by
D.M. Flynn. The article implies that there is a Chamber of Commerce
plan for a proposed community college. This is not the case. A plan has
been developed with input from interested community groups - The
Greater Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce -The Hispanic Chamber
of Commerce - LULAC - The League of Women Voters,
Albuquerque - The Ad Hoc Hispanic Committee on proposed
Community College and the American Association of University
Women. This ','community" plan is endorsed by the Albuquerque
Chafl'!ber of Commerce along with the above mentioned community
groups and differs from the original Chamber of Commerce - League
of Women Voters plan used as a vehicle for discussion.
THE PARAGRAPH. "He said approximately 50 per cent of the
people between the age\i of 18 and 25 are not academically oriented but
are needed by the business community to fill job positions that req•.lire
certain technical skills", in no way relates to anything I said to Mr.
Flynn. What I did say was that approximately 50 per cent of all available
jobs require skills beyond entry level vocational skills and do not require
four-year degrees. These middle management, semi-professional and
technical positions are not currently being served by our present
educational structure in Albuquerque.
Regarding the editorial entitled "Chamber Games", it is not factually
accurate, although it appears to properly state the case that a divided
front may well spell doom for any efforts to acquire needed educational
opportunities for citizens of Bernalillo County and New Mexico. The
statement that UNM started the ball rolling on an Albuquerque community college is not true. Obvious educational deficiencies started the
ball rolling with some studies dating to the early 1960's. The current
discussions were intialed by Gov. Apodaca who has long term interest
in education in New Mexico.
Could someone at the LOBO provide the basis in fact for the
statement, "Apparently the business interests in the Chamber think it's
more important to run a smooth operation than it is to provide a quality
education." Does this imply that TVI does not provide a quality
education?
I WOULD LIKE also to point out tl'j,at TVI and the University of
Albuquerque both have computer and library facilities. The "community plan" requires no more additional facilities than does the UNM
Branch College Plan. The UNM branch plan does call for an additional
mil levy for Bernalillo county residents, the community plan does not.
As for keeping TVI separate, let me ask why there is such a rush to
separate vocational and academic students. Are vocational students
somehow not worthy? Why have no linkages been developed to allow
TVI students to obtain some credit at UNM for their educational experiences? TVI tried. These linkages are only available through the
University of Albuquerque.
The interested community groups which have extensively studied the
community College question, agree that the community college should
be: 1. Comphrehensive - vocational, technical and academic, 2.
Governed by an independent, locally bas~d board, 3. Geographically
accessible to the community,.4. Rapidly responsive to the needs of the
community. The Community Plan now endorsed by the above. mentioned groups and other informed citizens meets these desirable
qualities and the "community plan" closely parallels a plan proposed by
Gov. Apodaca which would indicate some legislative support.
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NEW YORK (UP!)- Robert B.
Beasley, a former executive vice
president of the Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co., Tuesday was accused
of stealing $1 million from a
company fund set aside for illegal
corporate political contributions.
Beasley, 63, of Akron, Ohio, was
charged with wire fraud, mail fraud
and interstate transportation of
stolen property in a 40-count indictment filed by a federal grand
jury.
.
The indictment alleges that
Beasley used more than 20 bank
accounts here and in other cities to
conceal the theft. He allegedly
removed the money from the funds
under the guise of funding what the
indictment called Firestone's illegal
political contribution program.
Most of the money, the indictment said, was used by Beasley
for personal reasons, including the
purchase of securities, payment of
interest on loans and repayments of
principal amounts due on loans.
An internal company audit
showed that illegal political contributions had been made to
Democratic and Republican party
candidates in federal, state and
local elections.
•

The time covered by the indictment was from November 1968
through June 197 5 when Beasley
was executive vice president.
In announcing the indictment,
U.S. Atty. Robert Fiske said the
charges result from a 10 ·month
investigation by his office and the
FBI.
Firestone, the indictment said,
had a program of funding political
contributions from corporate funds
beginning about 1960 and continuing at least until May 1973.
Beasley was given complete
responsibility and discretion in
developing the methods to fund the
program in a way to avoid detection
by Firestone's auditors, the indictment said.

NEW YORK (UPI) - Marty
Evans got a reputation as a poor
man's Casanova in 197 5 when a
judge ruled he had seduced - not
raped - a woman by feeding her a
fast line to win her favors.
Now he says he's getting a different kind of attention from
women in a punk rock group
named 'Teaze'. In the two years
since his acquittal on rape charges
he says he's been attacked
repeatedly by two feminist
members of a punk rock band.
On Oct. 15, he had his two
alleged assailants arrested and on
tuesday they faced arraignment in
criminal court on assault and
harr<~ssement charges.
Evan's problems began in 1975
when Manhattan Supreme Court
Justice Edward Greenfield ruled
that using guile to take a woman to
bed was neither rape nor a crime.

Greenfield said women were
"just as capable of committing the
act as men" and dismissed rape
charges brought against Evans by
the woman, a 20-year old junior at
Wellesley College.
Evans was, however, found
guilty of trespassing in the apartment where he took the coed and
of criminal escape from police, for
which he was sentenced to a year i11
jail.
At his sentencing on trespassing
and escape charges Greenfield said,
"If unmitigated gall could be
classed as a crime, this defendant
would be convicted of chutzpah in
the first degree.''
Five months ago, Evans met
Debbie Bianchi, 22, and Mariana
Panaritis, 25, members of the allwoman punk rock band "Teaze."
Evans, 40, invited them to his
west side apartment 'where, they

Awards Available
For Study Abroad

Four federal programs for study apd research abroad are now open for
applicants according to the director ofUNM's Latin American Center.
Dr. Marshall Nason said the U.S. Office of Education has announced
grants are available for doctoral dissertation research abroad, faculty
research abroad, group projects abroad and a foreign curriculum consultant program.
He said the doctoral program provides opportunities for advanced
graduate students to engage in full time dissertation research in language
and area studies. The faculty research program provides grants of three to
12 months in duration to enable faculty members to remain current in their
specialties and support the development of curriculum and materials.
The group projects grants, Nason said, assist universities in improving
"Having
devised
these·
methods," the indictment said, their programs in language and area studies by means of group projects
"Beasley then utilized them to overseas. He said the curriculum consultant program allows universities
defraud Firestone by obtaining and other institutions to bring educators from their countries to the U.S. to
without detection additional assist in planning and developing curricula in language and area studies.
More information on the programs is available from the UNM Latin
corporate moneys for his personal
American Center. Nason said applications for faculty and dissertation
use."
research abroad are already available at the center.
As part of the alleged scheme,
Beasley opened bank accounts here
and in Philadelphia, Chicago,
Akron, and Nashville, Tenn., to
conceal the Thefts.

Every
Wednesday Is
University
Night!
$1.00 admission and
SOc skate rental with
validated ID
Public Session
M-F 12-3 and 8-10 pm
Sat 2-4 and 7-10 pm
Sun 2-4 and 8-10 pm

For information call:
David Foster
255-2715

Attention·
Superhero's
•

BIJT CAN YOU

ea.1eve IT? IJ.Je'Pe

When the
knees of
your tights
begin to sag
remember
Streetlites
buys, sells
&trades
Albuquerque's
finest used
clothing

/..IVING IN A POI?M
AGAIN! AN ACTl/At.
COUe.Ge OOteM!
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Friday, October 28
.iFuuk and Soul, Rock and Roll

·
Saturday, Oetober 29
.
The KIDD'S got it- and the KIDDS give it
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Each Night, There Will Be A

by Garry Trudeau

IH~IDII CII!\ID 111!11!
New Winter Hours: llam-5:30pm
- --J:REETLlTES
LOTHING
~?XCHANGE

3004 D Central SE
(Centraf& Dartmouth)
266-5275

.. S2S.OO to the winner

Admission Prices
Students
With UNM ID, Plus One Guest
$1.00each
Pnblic·-52.00 each
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Rules
Of the
Road

Peddling: It's the Wheel Thing
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Gene Swick was in the shop having the mechanic
look over his vehicle. Gene's resources were low so he
was hoping the repairs would be minimal. But the
mechanic looked up at Gene and said "I'm afraid it's
m_ajor, sir."
Gene looked at his wheels and wondered what the
major damage could be. "Your axle bearing rotator is
shot and I'm afraid it'll take me three days to get the
parts. Then I'll have lo work on the thing three, maybe
four hours, but I'll give you a break. Parts, labor
storage maybe $25."
The double talk and expense involved in auto
repairs sometimes even happens to the unsuspecting
bike owner. But repairs on even the most expensive
bicycles can be cheaper if the owner tl\kes time to
check for faults.
A safety clinic for bicycles will be held for just that
purpose. Sponsored by the New Mexico Wheelmen,
the clinic will be open to the public at the Bike Co-op,
106 Girard SE.
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Walt Joseph of the New Mexico Wheelmen said ,.
brakes, steering headsets, spokes, wheels, brackets
and handles will be 'checked to see if they are unsafe or
in need of repair.
"If there is time for any minor adjustments or
repairs we'll do them right there," Joseph said:
The clinic is scheduled to be held in the parking lot
adjacent t.o the co-op on Sat. Noy. 5 at 106 Girard SE.
The Wheelmen also sponsor bike tours on Sunday
mornings, Joseph said. Riders can travel the longer
tour, a 45-mile ride to Los Lunas, or to the Rio Puerco
past nine-mile hill. A shorter trip of approximately 20
miles is also offered to the less experienced rider. The
shorter trip usually involves a ride to the tram and
back or a ride through Kirtland Air Force base.

Bicyclists must observe and obey
all traffic signs and signals,
including stop and yield signs.
A bicycle entering a road or bike
lane from a driveway, alley or
road must yield to all vehicles.
Bicyclists riding at night must
have a he alight and re!lectors.

"Kirtland base is very delightful on Sunday mornings. There is no traffice, the roads are paved well
and there is excellent visibility,," Joseph said.
The rides begin at the Popejoy Box Office at 9 a.m.

Bike riders must always signal
before making a turn.
Motorists must yield to bikes
when crossing a bike lane.
Motor vehicles may not be
driven in a bike lane.
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THE ROLLING STONES...
THEIR GOLDEN CATALOG
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(cont. from page 1)

incentive could be a special small
parking lot with a high daily fee to
be utilized by people without a
parking sticker who occasionally
want to drive a car to campus."
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Ihe rolling slones

He said the City of Albuquerque
could easily do a study to find out
where the campus population lives
within the three-mile radius and
route their buses accordingly.
"This might even improve the
usage of city buses," Wildin said.
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with 21 of their biggest
hits!

"I just love to ride a bicycle,
"Lewis said when asked why he
chooses this mode of transportation. "It is not fun to park.
Also I do not like to see the campus
paved."
Lewis suggested that people try
walking their car and bicycle half
way and riding their bicycle the rest
of the way to UNM. Lewis said, "It
would help people get started who
are otherwise scared''. Lewis used
to park his car at K-Mart on

Carlisle for the first few months
until h~ began riding his bicycle the
full two miles to his house.
Lewis also has a three foot
flagged pole mounted horizontally
on his bicycle when he rides off
campus to keep cars at a safe
distance. He re-positions the pole
vertically when riding on campus.

Carroll said the lifestyle for most
people is· "geared with the
automobile and you cannot force
people to ride bicycles. "Their
lifestyle is important," Carroll
said. "The best hope is to go back
to high schools and encourage the
use of bicycles there."
Carroll said, "Most people do
not know the law relating to
There is not wide-spread
bicycles and it appears bicyclists do
not know the law either".
awareness of the discouraging
effect Albuquerque drivers have
Carroll said the bicyclist is exupon bicyclists.
pected to obey the same traffic rules
Bill J. Carroll, ·Campus safety
as the motorist and "a car should
not attempt to share a lane with a
coordinator, said, "I don't think
safety is a factor in discouraging
bicycle. The law in New Mexico
,.-...l!~:!.:.t~o:_.:r~id~e:_b::i~c::yc:_:l:_:es:,:.._"_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;,;re;,;q:;;u;;;ir~e;;."sit."
·

Bikes are to be given the same
privileges and right-of-way as
motor vehicles.
Mortorists must pass bicYclists
at a reasonable speed, giving the
bicyclist a reasonable amount of
room.

between the corners to avoid the
Gongestion of intersections, Stalker
said.
There will be large signs signaling
motorists approaching the bikeway
and bicyclists will yield to oncoming traffic, he said.
Although bike routes are located
on the city's less congested streets,
there are some which might be
hazardous for bicyclists, said David
Miller of New Mexico Public
Interest Research Group.
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"I don't think some of the bike
routes are really all that safe. I ride
one all the time to work, not
because it's a bike route but
because it happens to be the way I
go to work," he said. Miller was
referring to the route on Silver SE
between Buena Vista and Carlisle.
Visibility is poor on Silver for
motorists and bike riders alike
because of the large number of cars
parked along the side streets during
the day, he said.

Johnson said, "1 am a strong
advocate of providing services so a
student who can ride a l;>icycle." At
the University of.Arizona, Johnson
said he helped solve bicyCle thefts
by replacing the individual, concrete racks tied together.

HOT ROCKS now
available! This higher
priced album is specially
for you!!

11, L ~·~1~Y.;~~~~:~~~~~~~f~i.!{~~tf~
Open rx!f~l:k 9 o'clock until Midnight
(Jtft

route carefully. Stay away from
Central, Lomas, Constitution,
Girard and Carlisle and always take
the parallel streets."

There are now more than 70
miles of bike routes and lanes in
Albuquerque which the city has
paid for at a cost of approximately
$1000 a mile, Terry Stalker,
chairman of the AlbuquerqueBernalillo
County
Bikeway
Commission, said.
There arc plans to double that
number of routes and lanes by
1982. The city also plans to build,
at a cost of $220,000, a bikeway
originating at UNM and ending at
Pennsylvania just north of Candelaria.
The bikeway, Pasco del Nordeste, will be paved and accessible
only to bicycles and pedestrians, he
said.
The bike routes and lanes that
exist are located throughout the
city. Routes are streets that are
designated as such with green signs
warning motorists of bikes in the
area.
Lanes, some of which are located
on 1-40 through Tijeras Canyon,
Moon NE, 1-25 frontage road, 2nd
Street NW, Candelaria NW and
Rio Grande Blvd. between
Mountain and Candelaria, are
designated by a solid white line
alongside the roadway.
The Pasco del Nordeste, which
already has $I 10,000 funded for it
as a result of a bond issue passed

"".-4
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Another alternative to the
automobile is the bicycle. Marvin
D. "Swede" Johnson, vice
president for student affairs,
alumni relations, and development
said, "At UNM there are no incentives to ride a bicycle to class
from a dormitory because of the
short walk to where the majority
ofclasses are."

·r---"'-·--·----, Enjoy a Stones concert ,-lllilll~
every night

4F~

Wildin said the transportationparking study completed in March
. 1977 for the Campus Planning
Committee fo1.1nd that 65 per cent
of the campus population lives
within a three-mile radius from the
center of campus.

A Moving Dilemna

Car doors must not be opened in
the path of a bicycle.

Bike Routes, Lanes
To Double by 1982
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Johnson said, "An<Jther factor
that does not encourage the use of
bicycles is the lack of protection
from the outside community." He
said Albuquerque drivers make it
dangerous for a person to ride a
bicycle.
Johnson said the City of Tucson
gave strong support to bicyclists by
installing bicycle lanes. The mayor
of Tucson issued strong instructions to the police to issue
tickets if a car was occupying a
bicycle lane, Johnson said.

~

James V. Lewis, associate
professor of mathematics, began
ridU1g a bicycle to UNM full time
when a fee was first charged for
parking in 1971. Lewis said, "It is
safe to ride a bicycle in
Albuquerque if you
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By JANE QUESNEL
The
UNM Theater Arts
Department concludes it FilmVideo Festival with a week of
vidcographic cinema, Oct. 29
through Nov. 6. Admission . of
$1.50 will be charged opening night
Oct. 29, while all other events will
be free on a limited seatin basis.
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Five assorted films and shorts by
major independent artists Scott
Bartlett, Tom DeWitt, and Stan
Vandcrbe~k will open the festival in
Rodey Theater, Oct, 29 at 7:30
p.m.
The following afternoon, Oct.,
30, UNM alt~mni Brian Levant will
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Thursday: Pull ffiy Daisy
7:00 o.nd 9:15

The Union sub Thea.tre
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Thousand8 of ready-made
Pro-cut mal!! & mat boards
,
Dexter & X-Acto mat cut tors
Dry-mounting preaaea & m111erlals
Braquetles I Framing hardwaro
Bien tang Non-Giaut
Glaro & non-glere giasa
Old rnasters & contomporary prints

10°/o Discount to Students
& Teachers with current I. D.
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PICTURE FRAMING
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PICTURE FRAMING I READY-MADE FRAMES I FRAMING SUPPLIES
3008 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87106 • 255-:1.239

Absentee
Ballots
l

Golden
.Gets Kinky

For ASUNM Fall
Election, now
available in the
SUB, room 242
through Oct. 28

Lonnie

Vinyl

.. TV series Happy Days, for which
he is currently a staff writer. The
episodes will be shown in the
Experimental Theater at 4 p.m.,
after which Mr. Levant will speak
about the craft of writing for
television.
The evening of Oct. 30, at 7:30
p.m. in Rodey Theater, the film F.
Scott Fitzgerald and the Last of the
Belles will be presented. Written by
James Costigan, it was heralded as
"the best film for television in
1973" by the Atlantic Film Festival
and stars Richard Chamberlain,
Blythe Danner and Susan Sarandon.
Oct. 31 through Nov. 4, video
tape viewings will be held daily in
the Experimental Theater at 4 and
7:30p.m. Three of the five days will
be devoted to drama, while the last
two days will be devoted to dance.
The week will culminate with
viewings of films by guest speaker
George Schaefer. Mr. Schaefer is
· the recipient of eight EMMY
Awards, and the producer/director
of more than 60 Hallmark Hall of
Fame specials for NBC-TV.
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Film Video Festival Perks Up
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We've Got a Live One Here
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RAINBOW

Liston

"Live, .. Lonnie Liston mostly electronic cut, featuring
Smith/Lonnie Liston Smith/RCA some nice bass and keyboard work,
APLI-2433
and "Watercolors" an extremely

Smith

"'0'
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relaxing, mellow-cut - along the 0c:r
lines as his previous "Visions of a p
New World". "Watercolors" gives 0
0
this album a great boost.
0
c:r
~

BE BOP
DELUXE
"Live in the Air Age "IBe Bop
Deluxe/Harvest SKB,J 1666
By GEORGE GESNER
They call these guys stylish
rockers. After all, how many rock
bands have you seen come on stage
with three-oiece suits.

Live in the Air Age includes a
fine sampling of the Be Bop concert
here almost a year ago when they
backed up the Blue Oyster Cult.
Often classified as art rockers, Be

Ho.rty Cho.pln: Tlto.nlc Sutvlvot

Chapin Hits Iceberg
'"Dance Band on the Titanic" /Harry Chapin/ Elektra 9E-301
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
This is a very large, perhaps gigantic, attempt at a profound, cohesive
statement, but unfortunately, the album's flaWS are just as large and
equally profound. Harry Chapin has simply taken on too much with this
double album, and what we end up with is a skeletal structure of what
could be a great album if it was fleshed out.
The concept of the album is Chapin's vision of himself as a dance band
on the Titanic, playing for a country that is sinking. The view is grim,
"The ice burg's on the starboard bow. Won't you dance with me?" But this
is not a fault (any intelligent and comprehensive statement must include at
least an awareness of grim possibilities.); the fault rather lies in the
dramatic pretense of Chapin's approach. He takes his self-made role as
prophet a bit too seriously, and though he does not actually preach, the
feeling comes through that he is very diligently trying to enlighten us to the
presence of an iceburg we are so completely blind to. To accept his
statement is to either accept the position of member in a dumb herd, or a .
member of an enlightened few. Somehow, the duality is slightly offensive.
The problems of the individual songs have to do with a lack of depth.
None of the characters in these "Taxi" oriented songs of sad and Wasted
lives have a life of their own. They are rather stereotypes, flat and
ultimately unbelievable. The success of "Taxi" was in the depth of the
characters. Both of the characters, though they had failed idealistically,
had come to terms with their failure, "Me, I'm flying in my taxi, taking
tips and getting stoned." There was also a sense of humility to the song.
One got the feeling that Chapin identified with the taxi driver and could
recognize that possibility in his own life. With Dance Band on the Titanic,
this humility is lacking. It seems that Chapin is pointing to oth_er people's
problems now. Perhaps he does this in trying for a larger scope, but the
sense of indentification is missing. Even in the long, final song, "There
Was Only One Choice," when Chapin does address himelf to his .own
problems, it' is completely retrospective. He discusses problems that have
since been overcome.
Still, I have to hand it to Chapin. You can't make large mistakes unless
you take large chances, and how many large chances have been taken in
popular music lately? Not many. Some of these songs, such as
"Bluesman" and "My Old Lady," are good and very funny, but the
overall concept misses miserably. However, as hard as Chapin is trying, he
might hit later. Maybe this drama has to be worked out of his system
before he can once again write clear, unobstructed songs.

Kinky Friedman and the Texas
Jew Boys will bring their bizarre
country music to the Golden Inn
this Friday and Saturday nights.
Friedman, an Austin, Texas
based singer, toured with Bob
Dylan last year as a member of the
Rolling Thunder Review. Shortly
after, Friedman recorded his first
album, Lasso From El Paso, which
included his infamous song,
"Ass hole from El Paso," a takeoff on Merle Haggards "Okie from
Muskogee." Friedman has recently
recorded a second album which is
due to be realeased next month.
Dave
Ain't
Here,
an
Albuquerque progressive country
band, will open both nights at 6
p.m. Friedman is set to perform at
9 p.m. Tickets are available at all
Ticket Master outlets.
Also, on Nov. 22 and 23 the
REDWOOD CITY, Calif. (UPI) - Bing Crosby was believed to be
Golden Inn will present Dave worth between $40 and $70 million, but you would never know it from his
Bromberg. Bromberg has just will.
released a new album, Reckless
All the nine-page document mentioned was $400,000 in gifts. The rest
A bandon, which includes, as he had been placed in the "Harry L. Crosby" trust, using his legal name.
puts it, "The world's first folk
A family spokesman said the trust provided for Crosby's wife, Kathryn
orchestra."
Grant Crosby, 43, seven sons, a daughter and a sister.
, The singer was regarded as one of the wealthiest men in show business,
although in a recent interview he said he was worth less than his friend Bob
Latin American singer Pedro Hope. A news magazine estimated his fortune at $40 million to $70
Avila will present the second million.
The will was written only four months ago and was filed Monday in San
program in a series on Hispanic
culture in New Mexico tonight at Mateo Superior Court near the Crosby home in Hillsborough, South of
7:30 p.m. at the Barelas Com- San Francisco.
The document left Mrs. Crosby $150,000 and all his personal
munity C,enter.
possessions,
including "automobiles, silver, jewelry, books, paintings,
Sponsored by the UNM modern
of
art,
furniture, clothing, and personal effects and any insurance
works
and Classical Languages departpolicies."
ment and the New Mexico
Gifts of $50,000 each were left to Gonzaga High School and University
Humanities Council, the program
series will feature lectures and other ot Spokane, Wash., where Crosby was educated, and $5,000 was left to St.
presentations in Spanish by Aloysius Catholic Church in Spokane.
The trust provided for Crosby's four sons by his first wife- Gary, Philip,
humanities scholars in the fields ot
Hispanic literature, linguistics, Dennis, and Lindsay-- and his three children by his widow- Harry, 19,
Nathaniel, 15 and Mary Frances, 17.
folklore and music.
Crosby's will leaves of $25,000 to Basil Grillo, his business manager;
Avila's topic, "La cancion y Ia
$10,000
to Louis Serpe ofBeverly Hills; $20,000 to his sister, Mary Rose
poesia lirica y soci at," will center
on present musicial interpretations Pool; $!5,000 apiece to nieces Maril n McLachlan and Lillian Murphy·
of contemporary and Hispanic $10,000 a piece to nieces Catherine Crosby and Mary Sue Shannon, and
$5,000 to a a cousin, Marian Hartigan.
poetry.

Bop Deluxe has shown an unusual
sophistication in their previous
studio albums, a sophistication that
becomes lost somewhat in some of
the live cuts on this album
Bill Nelson takes the forefront
with a one-man guitar explosion
and lead vocals. Some of the longer
pieces tend to get spacey and lose a
sense of direction, so it is in the
shorter pieces where the musical
message is really strong.
Packaging of the album is also
interesting. It can be called
something between a single and a
double album as one of the albums
is made with special wide grooves.
Best cuts are: "Ships in the
Night," "Fair Exchange," "Maid
in Heaven," "Mill Street Junction" and "Sister Seagull." B
minus.

"On Stage"/Rainbow/Oyster/OY2-1801
By GEORGE GESNER
In a natural rainbow it is the deep
purple band that complements the
beautiful colors. ln the rock band
Rainbow, a Deep Purple guitarist
compliments the beautiful sounds,
and those sounds are so vibrant on
this live album.
Ritchie Blackmore (of Deep
Purple) and some of the best
musicians around (Ronnie James
Dio, Tony Carey, Cozy Powell and
Jimmy Bain) fill the gap Deep
Purple left when it expired and go
beyond it in musicial horizons.
It .is only fitting that Rainbow
would do a double-live album
package after two astounding
studio albums. With the opening
excerpts of "Over the Rainbow"
from Wizard of Oz, the concert
goes along its magical hard rock
way to the final strains of the
Yardbirds' "Still I'm Sad."
The album sports some cuts
never recorded by Rainbow on its
previous American releases such as
an excellent opening song called
"Kill the King," "Blues" and a
Deep Purple number called
"Mistreated."
There are many groups that I
admire, but when it comes to
mentioning my favorite groups,
there are only a few. Rainbow
deserves to be in that elite few.
Best cuts on the album are "Kill
the King," "Man on the Silver
Mountain," "Catch the Rainbow
(my favorite)," "Sixteen Century
Greensleeves" and "Still I'm Sad."

By BRIAN MATTHEWS
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Lonnie Liston Smith isn't in the
habit of putting out bunk material ....,
~
and this album certainly isn't bunk,
but it really can't measure up to his
earlier studio material. However,
all Lonnie Liston Smith fans should
pick this one up ... it's part of
Smith's progression and shouldn't
be overlooked.

Very few live recordings really
jump out and grab you. Lonnie
Listo·n Smith's live recording is an
exception. Smith's newest release
isn't quite up to par with his older
efforts, Reflections of a Golden
Dream, Visions of a New World
and Expansions in particular- but it
is a decent record, especially for a
live recording.
This album includes versions of
"Expansions" (a Smith standard)
"Sunset" and "My Love". It also
presents to the crowd (it was
recorded at Smuckers Cabaret in
Brooklyn, New York) two new
songs, "Sorceress" an uptempo,

Di
HAY A'¥ SHALOM

Lonnie Liston Smith

Recorded Message
Phone 296-8568
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With this coupon buy any giant, large or medium
size thin crust pizza or any large size thick crust pizza
at regular menu price and receive one pizza
ol the next smaller size with equal
number of ingredients and the same type crust free.
Valid thru:
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----------Valuable Coupon Present With Guest Check

Bing's Will: 'Is Tha.t All There Is?'

Avilo Tonite

•

Plzzal.nn®
((We've got a feeling you're gonna like us::
1240 Wyoming Blvd. N.E.
5555 Montgomery N.E.
3040 Juan Tabo

296-0588
881-1018
298-6868
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Is Now Lobo Starter
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Ba.ker'sMain Goal Accomplishedi
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Training Vital To UNM Skiers
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By PETER MA-DRID
LOBO Sports Editor
,
Building th~ cardio-vascular

0

,....

~ muscles and putting emphasis on

P.. interval and distance running are

two of the important aspects of the

UNM ski teams' dry land training when snow arrives.
Dry land training consists of
program.
The ski team, under coach lifting weights, running the
George Brooks, has been in dry trecherous La Luz Trail, running in
land training since the end of the city parks, and running the track at
summer and will continue even . University Stadium,

00

. OPENING SOON!
home of the italian style hot dog

.E.

Italian
dogs
Italian sau&age
sandwiches
Italian style roastbeef
sandwiches

I

I

I

I
~

f,

· theabove3al/ser~d
wJt/J peppers, onions,
and r.otatoes

(
0

!

;.

Italian style sausage
sandwiches
.
Italian style meatball
oandwicbes

""111!!"11~

achieve a low heart rate, around
150 to 180 beats a minute, and
increase running time."

Once the snow arrives, Brooks
said the training will not end.
"We should be on snow by the
middle of November," Brooks
said. "We will then take part in dry
land training two times a week and
ski on the weekends."
The first Central Intercollegiate
Ski League race the Lobos will take
part in will be Jan. 7-8 .
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with a special Italian
tomato sauce

•

Brooks said the Swedish ski
team, which has become one of the
best in the past few years, found
that by using physiological tests
running downhill is closer to alpine
downhill racing than any other
form of training.
"The Swedish skiers were
hooked up with electrodes,"
Brooks said, "and scientists found
that running downhill was very
similar to downhill slalom skiing."
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Daily LOBO Player of the
Charles Baker
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After two days of action at the
Houston Baptist Golf Tournament,
the UNM women's golf team is
currently in seventh place with a
team total of 644.
The women shot a 335 the first
day and a 309 the second day. The
309 total on Monday moved the
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CARDINAL
PLAZA

* ~butterfield
.

YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE

jer.:elers@).

2411 SAN PEDRO NE
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Pele Turns To
Public Relations

we've restored the oid Goodwill

SAO PAULO, Brazil (UP!) Soccer star Pele, just retired as a
player and beginning a new career
as a public relations executive,
returned home to Brazil Monday to
"prepare myself psychologically in
order not to miss playing
professional soccer."
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New Mexico Daily Lobq
UNM Box 20
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

The Zappa Krappas, Jed by Martin Medina, completely ran by the rest of
the field to easily win the Intramural cross-country race last Friday at the
UNM North Golf Course.
week Lobo Defensive End
The surprising Sigma Chi fraternity edged the Ski Team by 9ne point to
capture second place.
The women's race was swept by the Women's Ski Team as they placed
first and second, competing as two squads, and the Alpha Chi Omega
sor6rity taking third place honors.
In other Intramural action, the finals of the volleyball tournament will
women up from eleventh place.
be held tonight at Johnson Gym beginning at 7 p.m. with the men's finals
UNM golf coach Henry Sandles and 8 p.m. the women's finals.
said, "Our 309 round is the best
ever for the team."
Woman golfer Nancy Romero
led the women in the second round
with a score of73.
The tourney ends today.

Women at Invite

\

Okies

With all the criticism in the air
about the Lobos and the coaching
staff, Baker said, "It doesn't
bother the team. We just come out
every game and play to win."
Baker said he fceh the young
Lobo defense i~ coming alont\ from
the fir>t game and arc "getting
better and better."
st NCE l,.l bu.ttt>rfit>itl

Governor Apodaca and Linda Estes, chairperson of the New Mexico
Commission on the Status of Women and director of Womens Athletics at
UNM, will play another tennis match for the benefit of the Friendship
Force. The match will be played in Santa Fe at the Sangre de Cristo
Racquet Club at I :30 on Sunday, Oct. 30. Admission is $5 per person with
all proceeds going to the Friendship Force. There will also be no host bar.
The first match be,twcen Apodaca and Estes which was played in
Albuquerque four weeks ago, was extremely close with Estes emerging the
victor in the third set. The set scores were 6-4,3-6,6-4,. The match this
Sunday is expected to be even closer with the governor playing on his home
ground in Santa Fe.

;~; J~0';-~~t;~.

s.e 268·3949

The New Mexico Daily Lobo
will be. sent to your home, or
anywhere in the country .every.
day this sem~ster for $6.50 or
for two semesters and weekly
during the summer session
for $10.00. Subscriptions may
·be placed in Marron Hall
room 131, or may be mailed
to:

the field and play where ever I.
wanted. In college, I found out the
players were bigger and I was
assigned to a certain spot on the
field."
Baker, currently the leading
Lobo tackler for the 1977 season,
played defensive tackle and of·
fensive guard and made Texas AllDistrict at both positions his senior
year at Ector.
Baker said, "I made the decision
·to come to UNM in one d!!y. 1 was
also approached by Baylor
University but some friends of mine
used to talk about Albuquerque,
and I wanted to see what it was like
so I came here."
"I thought I would regret coming
here al first," Baker said. "But
now I'm glad I decided to come
here."

Re111atch Set
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Brooks said the training program
is designed for total body fitness.
Brooks said, "We are working
on leg muscles on the alpine
(downhill skiers) people and legs,
backs, shoulders and arms ori the
nordic (cross-country) skiers."

we also have BATAVUS & HERCULES

New Mexica
Daily Laba

'

When the 1977 football season at
UNM began, defensive end Charles
Baker set two goals for himself: one
was to to start, which he accomplished rather easily, and two
to win.
Baker played in two Lobo. junior
varsity games and had actual
varsity experience against New
Mexico State and Arizona State as a
freshman.
This season Baker is the starting
right defensive end for the young
Lobo defense.
The fine performances by the 62, 205 pound sophomore this
season have been overlooked and
its only right that he be tabbed as
Daily LOBO player of the Week.
Baker,· a graduate from Ector
High in Odessa, Texas said, "In
high school l got to roam around

Krappas Win

At Roosevelt Park Monday
afternoon, Brooks set up ski poles
on the slopes of the park and had
his skiers go through the same
training.

The Peugot moped has a tank that holds almost a gallon.
And a gutsy engine that delivers up to 150 miles to the gallon
So you can probably ride your Peugot all week before you
have to fill'er up again.
ls'ntitamazinghowfar
PEUGEOT
a half dollar will go these days?

3222 Central

i

A new twist in this year's dry
land drying is downhill sprint w,prk.
Brooks said, "We primarily did
uphill work, but this year we're
doing downhill sprint work much
like the Swedish National Ski Team
does."

the above 2 served

phone orders accepted

llam to

Besides running the hills of training, you really have to· dig
Roosevelt Park and the La Laz down to your guts to see how much
Trail, the Lobo skiers have been strength you have left. This is
undergoing a weight training especially true in running the La
program under the direction of Luz Trail. The skiers run at their
weight coach Pete Martinelle.
own pac~ and how hard they push
Brooks said, "weight training themselves depends on the inunder Pete is a big part of our dry dividual."

Brooks said, "This year's dry
land training is the same as it has
been in the past except for a few land training program."
Within three weeks, Brooks said,
alterations. We are doing more tests
will be given to the ski team to
interval and distance running this see if it has achieved its goaL The
year."
same type of tests will be given at
The distance running is designed the end of the season.
·Brooks stressed the fact that the
to build the sk;iers' cardio-vascular
program
is geared toward the inmuscles and at the same time keep
dividual
and
no times are expected
the heart beat at a stable rate.
to
be
net
by
each
skier.
"By running up and down hills,"
Brooks
said,
"In dry land
Brooks said, "We are trying to

CAESAR'S

~

Members of the UNM ski
team (above} ware at
Roosevelt Park Monday af·
tarnoon running ·through a
series of oxercisBS as a part
of dry land training.
Dry land training BxercisBS
shown above ars running
through tires and l11g fiXtensions.
The ski tBBm hits th11
slopes in January for actual
team racing.

Presents
Foot Long
Hot Dogs

.35c

daily 11-3
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The 37-year-old native of Santos
told reporters at Sao Paulo's
Congonhas Airport that his new
job would keep him traveling. two
or three months each year, but "I
can definitely say that this time I
have come home to stay.''
Pele played hi~ last game Oct. 1
in New Jersey's Giants Stadium,
completing a three-year contract
with the New York Cosmos and
capping a 21-year professional
career.
Since then, he has been traveling
in Germany, England and Portugal
to promote his autobiography. In
Brazil, he will star in a film on
juvenile delinquency and aban-
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COPIES . \.~
Ovemight.--.,-;1
31f2cea
·
4"sameday

r.

No Minimum
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KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515
'
{

doned children as well taking up his
second career as a public relations
executive for Warner · Communications, owners of the
Cosmos.

Bloo·d
Plasma
Donor Center
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor. in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

come to Ned's.
Some places get to be famous just because it's fun to be there. South Station is one.
Ned's is another. People have known about Ned's for years. Famous for sandwiches,
good bands, super drinks, reasonable prices. Ned's has an inside full of co7.y .booths,
and now an outside patio with cool shade, hanging plants and a fountam. And
there's Wednesday night at Ned's, And Friday afternoon, too.
Ned's is a good time, All the time, There's something for everyone. Something for
you. There's no place like Ned's I

4200 Central S.E.

255·0462
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PERSONALS

1.

----------------------

Will !he person who phoned P.L. Oorne1. on Wc\1.
morning, J0/5, please call nguin: 242·0370. I am
destitute without I.J), l~cwnrd offered. 10/28
AC:CUJtATEi INFOJ{MI\TION 1\JIOUT contraccrUon, .ltcrllll.nlion, abortion. Right to Choose, 294·
0171. 12/3
Orc~\ly'/ Mn~c It to Nell'~ on Wednesday~ for their
0 Spccinl
.o
Drink Night/ 10/26
STUDY IN QUITO, flcuudor, 111 UNM's Aqdean
Center, Sprl~g )978, Information, 229 Ortega Bull.
~ 277..2636 JOi28
O CONTACTS?? Polishlng&sol~tlons. CaseyOptleal
·
Company, 255·8736. tfn
DATfiS OALORI>I Meet exciting singles, Cnll Dateliuc toll-free: 800-451·3245, 10/31
~
::2;
Some problem! Je~vc with the sunrise: If yours won't,
> call us. Agora, 277-3013. 10/26
iij HAPPINESS IS someone who can speak manual
Z Interpretation, 10/26
C"'i Li\DIESI Earn extra money easily. !!mer bikini con·
,..... test&rnakc$20,00 cash. Elliot's Nest, 2294 Wyoming
Q)
Nf.!, 296-9626
I0/26
~
w
TRY SOMUTHING NEW I Imported clgurettesJIO%
l=l< Discount on imported clgaretles will1 this nd. Pipe &
Tobacco Road, 107 Cornell SE. 10128
MONS'rCl~ SALE, Starts Halloween at UNM
Oookstore. 10/28
COLORS. Hand embroidery, any design~ yours or
mine. 277·2184. 10/26
WIIOUJ WHBAT PIZZA with mushroom topping
for slices. Wed. Oct. 26, Perry's Pizza. 2004 Central
Sll. Across from UNM, Pi1.za by the slice and
pan. 10/26
HOUSP.BROKIJN PUP.I'Y needs home. Medium to
lnrgc dog, beauilful disposition. 268·3695, 293·
3289. 10126
WANTUD: KAYAKS and/or accessories, paddles,
srntYskirts, etc. 255·7125. 10/31
WHAT D.M. FLYNN docs In Sherwood Is called
"robbing hoods." 10/26
D,M, #t.YNN Is alive anti well, HI Mom. 10126
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LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace CNps. Ortega 233,
277-5907, f~
'
FOL1ND; bracelet In front of Hokoma. 2773570. 10/28
FOUND: Friday, 10/21, polyester denim pnlchwork
jacket, Marron Hall, Rm. 104. Claim Marron Hall,
Rm. lOS. 10/28
FOUND: Ricky Roach's check book. Claim Marron
Hall, Rm. lOS. 10/31
LOST: 2 rings at south end of duck pond. John, 299·
2634 after 7 p.m. 10/31
FOUND: calculator, 10/20, Diology Dldg. Claim Dlo.
Dept. Office, 173A. I0/3J
·
LOST: Oct. 26, glasses In white case in vldnily
between Dusincss School nnd Biology building. 298·
3331. 11/1
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RHIISONAULE TYPING SERVICE. Call 268·
4917. 1112
VOLVO IU.:PIIIIC Good work guaranteed. Call
Mike, 247-9083. 10!27
ffiNCH TU'!IlRINCi In mY home; Call after 7
p.m., SJI-6332. 10/28

4.

HOUSING

SIIALAKO INN has deluxe cffidcneies from
utilities pnld. City bus service d()Wn Central
available, Apartmcnl Includes modern kitchen.
Lounge, restaurant & swimming P<lol on premises,
12901 Central NE. 299.{)434. 12/2
FULLY CARPETED I bdrm. Private carport.
$50.00. 13ike to UNM. 262·1751, Valley Rentals.
$30.00 ~ec. 10/26
MINUTES TO UNM. 2 bdrm., patio; kids, pets
welcome. $135.00. 262-1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00
fcc. 10/26
Wl\i,.K TO CLASS. Carpeted I bdrm., $120.00. 262·
17", Valley Rentals. $30,00 fee, 10/26
FURNISHED ROOM, plush pius. $8~.00 mo. Inc,
utilities. Non-smoker. Helen, 265-1584. 10/31
$85.00 and FREE utilities, Couple wants roommate
.for 2 bdrrn. house. 83 !-4313. 10/31
UNFURNISHED I bedroom apartment. Walkins
distance 10 campus. Refrigerator, stove, shag carpet.
$175.00 plus ulilltlcs. 292·2055. 10/27

FOR SALE

-----------------------

SINGER FUTURI\ zigzag sewing machine. Top of
line, still guaranteed. Auto. bobbin winder, com·
puterizcd buttonholer, IOO's of fancy stitches. Reg.
$800.00; now $1$0.00 cash. 821-4256. 10/26
UNCLAIMED LI\Y·A·AWAY. New Sony
Trinatron. Color TV, brand new, guarantee, no down
payment. $7.75 per month till balance Is paid off.
260-4393. 10/31
DIAL·O·MATIC sewing machine, open arm deluxe.
Stretch stitiches, new guarantee, Take over payments
of $7.00 per month. For Information 266·
5R71. 10/31
SAN SUI REPOSSESSED STEREO, Complete stereo
syslcm, full si7.ed turntable, big speakers, big
AM/FM stereo, tape player. Assume payments,
$7.82 per month. 268-4394. I0/31
DUE TO DIVORCE will sacrifice equity. Red Classic
Ill and attachments. Assume payments of $7.00
month, new guarantee, 266·5872. 10/31
BRAND NEW GE color TV with VIR, automatically
adjusts color from network to network. Take over
·
payments. 268-4394, 10/31
1972 PONTIAC OTO. New tires, new clutch. Excel·
lent condition. $1895.00. 298·5874. 10/27

.,

Oct 30th PM

A truo adobo In the North Valley In the most

"

~-

265·3611

Eve:
298-4376

6.

MISCELLANEOUS

WEAVE your own X-rnaHifts- quick, inexpensive,

WtERP CREATURES WILL FLY from ihe San·
dias, Sunday, between 2·5 p.m. Wind & weather perS rord Sll, 26S·9100. 11/1
milling. 10/28
.:::._~~:::::~::.:~_:.~_ _ _ _ _ _ _.-!::!!!:;:~...,:.:::.;:::__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~unusual. ~ week course-the Weavers' Studio, 205

TQD,AY'S CIDSSIDID PUZZLE

'

ACROSS
·
1 Go abruptly:
Slang
6 Le ----,
France
10 Volcanic
refuse
14 Go away
15 Charles
Lamb
16 Neophyte:

17 X3~'t 0
18 Crap out In
dice: 2
words
20 Investigator:
Informal
21 Adjective
suffix: Var.
23 Shopworn
24 ----- -pocus
26 ------- Bay:
Ont.city
28 Faust and
Aida
~0 Quebec's
neighbor
31 Nobleman
32 Compress
36 Siouan
37 Skeins of
yarn
38 Not either
39 Writers
42 Exploit
44 Sew lightly
45 Read
46 I ntersectlng
lines
49 Serious
mistake

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233. 2775907. fs
WANTED PART TIME help as Security Guards.
Hours nexible. Call S.I,A., 242·5261. 11/14
OVERSEAS JOBS- summer/year-round, Europe, S.
1\mcrlca, Australia, Asia, etc, All fields, $500·$1200
monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing, Free Information - write lnternationol Job Center, Dept. NB,
!lox 4490, Derkelcy, CA 94704. II /4
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED for 4·6 year-old ''tots
tumbling & rhythm class" (early childhood).
$4.25/hr. Call Kathy, YWCA, 247-8841. II/I
ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately! Work al
home ~ no experience necessary - excellent pay.
Write American Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, TX 75231. 11/16
GIRI.S: models needed; easy hours, plenty o[ time
for homework. 1-5 p.m., 6103 Mcnual NE. 1112
SALES PEOPLE W1\NTED to sell display advertisIng for the NM Daily Lobo. Must have car. Call 2775656 or come by Marron Hall, Rm. 133, M, W,F, at I
p.m. or Tues. & Thurs. a12 p.m.
. tfn
WAITRESSES NEEDED, nights. Apply at Ned's,
4200 Central SE. 10/28

50 Sawmill
product
51 Smelly
52 The works
55 Avalanche
58----- Ford
60 "Include me
In'': 2
words: Var.
61 Verdant Isle
62 Torture
·
instruments
63 State: Abbr.
64 Baton
65 Sugarish

DOWN
1 Venetian
blind part
2 Recent:
Suffix
3 Mex.
cattlemen
4 Good-by!
5 ------hairJess
6 Eur.
blackbirds
7 Liliaceous
plant
8 Naught
9--- soda
1 0 More severe
11 Very angry
1 2 Sharp ridge
13 Doomed
person
19 Check the
growth of
22 Vehicle
25 Gold: Sp.
26 Military
vehicles

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:

27 Express
contempt
28Woodwind
29 Taps gently
30 Card game
32 Throws off
33 Protective
measure
34 Cribs
35 Corner: Informal
37 School subj.
40 Desert
41 Pulls suddenly
42 Feminine

and neuter
43 Previous to
45 Taro food
46 Divide
47 Make
gleeful
48 Ecclesiastical
law
49 Harmonize
51 God of war
53 Be fond of
54 For fear that
56 Man's
nickname
57 --- Gershwin
59 Uncooked

20o/o
Off

Authentic Adobe
539 Chamiso Lane, NW

DAVIS-WRAY

265"9423· I0/2S
1972 KAWASAKI 750 triple superblke, Great
condition. Must sec. $900.00.268-9703. lQ/28
MAXWELL UP C-90 cassettes. $3,00 each.
Minimum order six. Free local delivery same week.
Fireny, Dox 7583,87104.256-1495. 11/7
TWO 13EP,:>: one twin size wood frame: one rollaway
full size, $20.00 each. 262-1037. 10/26
1962 CHEVY 4WD LND, Vz ton. $1450.00, Excellent
mechanical condition. 262-o.:m. Evenings. 11/1
TOP CONDITION. 1975 Vega, J.speed, heat/air,
23,000 plus miles. $1600.00, 298-6881 after 6 p.m.
881·0816. I Ii'l
.
1973 PORSC!-JE 914, E~cellcnt condition, low
mileage. Dcautifull268·2845. 11/1
1973 CHEVROLET VEGA Hatchback, $1050.00.
Runs well, 262-0786 after 6:00. 10127

8·,

CHEAP WATERBEDS! Water Trips. $89.95 buys
you 1) dark walnut stainell frame, 2) safety liner, .'1)
foam comfort pad, 4) any sir.c mattress with 3-year
j\Uarantee; $89.95. 3407 Central NE. 255-2289. I Ill
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Good food. carpeted, air conditioning. Apartment style living. 303
Ash NE, 243-2881. !0/26
MtlETING: AMERICAN INDIAN Association of
Architectural and Engineering Students, S p.m., Oct.
27 , FEC: Rm. )49. 10127
AWARENESS IS APPROACHING
10/26

Ladie's & Men's

OPEN HOUSE

pleasant surroundings. 4 bedrooms, 21lvlng
rooms, brick floors, 3 patios & swimming
pool. This home Is lor tho exocutlve parson
that wants gracious living In an area with
other professional neighbors. Comparable
homos In the $100,000 bracket. A
professional endeavor neighborhood.

1969 LEMANS. AC, PB, PS, Craig stereo. 242·
2130. 10/28
1971 PINTO. Need~ trans. but engine ~till good, 265:
6014. t0/28
FEMALE RED & TAN !Jobcr,;ann p~ppies, $)O.OO.

BOOTS

SERVICES

QA 'I'YPINO SERVICE.' A complete typing and
editorial system, Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Char is & tables. 345-2125, 1212
LSI\T·MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare now,
Cilll PENM 842·5200. tfn
TYPING: MA, English, on-campus. 296·8564. fs
SERVE In tile Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 2775907. fs
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
reports, proposals, scripts. Frnucnglass Associates,
344-8344. 11118
GUITAR J.ESSONS. Deglnnlng, elnsslcal, folk.
UNM guiW major. Private group, Jim, 345-4827 or
247·0491. I Ill
CLASSIC'Ill. OUITIIR LESSONS. Segovia oncthod.
Deginners welcome. 266-9291. 10/26

•

WORK PART TIME. S400.00 monthly. Call 881·
4SBS, 9·5 for information. tl/4
PART TIME sales clerk & stocking, Must be over 21
years old, Apply in person. Saveway Liquor Stores,
5704J,omas NE; 5516Menual Blvd. NE. 11/8

20 USilD PORTADLE TV's. $30.00 to $60.00. 441
WyomlngNE, 2$5·5987. 1/27

$14~.00.

5.

TOM YOVNO'S SPA membership with 1 yr. 4 mo.
NegotiAble. 0~11. 266-0309, cvcu. 10/26
1970 VW CAMP MOBILE: dependable, good·look•
ing, good condition. Headers, new battery, electronic
;~~ji_onio~;?ct, 3·spcakm. $1600.00. Call 242-

men's
shop

2120 Central S.E. • 243·6954

New Mexico Daily Lobo
.I

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
times{s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscella~eous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
"
Terms Cash
advanc~

in

Hours: 8:3.0 A.M. to 4:30 P.Ni.
Monday thru Friday
Marron IIan; Room 105
· Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

EocloSP.d $ _______ Placed by-------- Telephone

..
.

'

